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FY2017 Achievements

In FY2016, the focus of the company was sales and revenue generation.  FY2017 shifted the focus to bottom-line  
profitability while continuing the growth from the previous fiscal year.  Alexium’s success in achieving those goals 
further validates not just that Alexium’s products are effective, but have a high level of value in the marketplace.   
In addition, Alexium’s expansion into a second major product line diversified the Company’s customer base and  
revenue profile.

REVENUE
Revenue from all ordinary activities was $24 million, up 595% over FY2016. Top-line growth during the second 
 year of true commercial sales further solidifies Alexium’s strong position in the specialty chemical supply market.

MARGINS
Following initial lower margin business in FY2016 used to establish demonstrable supply chain reliability and  
initial market penetration, FY2017 gross margins on chemical sales improved from -12.08% to 1.24 %. Reaching 
economies of scale with supply chain partners and rapid growth in 2H2017 from our Alexicool™ product line  
provided the foundation for realizing positive margins, culminating with June 2017 monthly margins of 30.6%.  
This positive trend has continued through the reporting date closer to a margin goal of greater than 40%.
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FY2017 Achievements (contd.)

CASH POSITION
At the end of the period, the Company had $3.4M in cash and $1.4M in receivables. In addition to cash on hand,  
the Company will be imminently closing a US$10 million debt facility which together with cash generation  
from higher realized margins provides a solid foundation to Alexium’s position to finance working capital  
for growth. The Company is expecting closing on the new debt facility on Friday September 1st. Alexium does not 
need to raise additional equity and will only do so to finance rapid growth arising from large defense sector sales or 
other areas where large orders require additional working capital. 

CASH NEUTRALITY
June sales of $2.1M and 30+ percent margins allowed Alexium to achieve cash neutrality for the month, a key  
milestone for the Company. This sales and margin trend has continued through the reporting date. 

PRODUCT EXPANSION
The company developed six new targeted platform products in FY2017 to address large unmet market needs in  
bedding, cellulosics (cotton, fleece, wood), pillow shells, work wear, underwear/active wear and tenting.
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FY2017 Results Overview

SIGNIFICANT NEW BUSINESS WITH NEW ALEXICOOL™ PRODUCT
Alexium launched a new phase change material (PCM) chemistry.  A blended product, containing Alexicool™,  
Alexiflam™ FR, anti-odor agents, binders and dye transfer resistant agents had a strong reception in the bedding 
market, largely in 2H2017.

TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT AND PROGRESS TO MARKET FOR ALEXIFLAM™ NF
Alexium modified its initial Alexiflam™ NF product, following initial license negotiations in 2016, to successfully pass  
the strictest global durability standards for FR cotton - 100 industrial launderings for European workwear. This 
additional effort was a means of capturing higher value product opportunities with potential licensees. This strong FR 
performance of this product has attracted multiple interested parties for development, manufacturing and exclusivity 
licensing arrangements in the US and Europe. License negotiations have recommenced upon achieving the industrial 
laundering standard. 

Further, we have gained a greater understanding of the different market dynamics between the US and Europe for  
natural fiber FR and are factoring those differences into our license planning.

DEVELOPMENT OF THREE NEW ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS IN ALEXICOOL™ LINE
In addition to the initial Alexicool™ product for mattress components, the Company developed three additional  
market-specific variants – semi-durable back coating for pillows, an “invisible” pad treatment for non-white fabrics 
(work wear), and a wash-durable combination of PCM and moisture-wicking chemistry.

PROGRESS IN MILITARY WITH NEW FABRIC PARTNER
Alexium partnered with a major defense sector contractor and producer of nylon-cotton fabrics to tailor the weight 
and breathability of the base military fabric to which Alexium’s proven FR components can be added with the goal  
of securing a major military uniform program. Alexiflam™ FR has met the US Department of Defense standards and 
work with the Army and Marines has been to address lighter weight fabrics for the best product combination to meet 
the US DoD’s objective.
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ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
Administrative costs increased this year by $0.15M, but dropped from 40% to 6% of total revenue. In October,  
2016, Alexium finalized the build of its new, state of the art facility. Alexium was able to realize several operational  
benefits from the new facility including a reduction in administrative costs by US$0.15M to be realized over the  
first 5 years of the lease. Continued reductions in administrative costs in relation to revenue are planned  
for FY2018.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS EXPENSE
Employee costs increased by $1.4M but decreased as a percent of total revenue to 21% from 108% in FY2016.  
This trend is expected to continue and the Company is expecting a reduction in staffing costs in FY2018 as post  
year-end reductions have occurred. Board costs and Executive Director costs have been substantially reduced  
following a combination of the Board voting to lower Board and Committee Fees for FY18, the retirement of the  
Executive Director of Strategy and the move of the Executive Chairman to Non-Executive Chairman. 

PROFESSIONAL FEES
The Company realized a $0.6M reduction in professional service fees for the period due to consolidation of external 
service providers. This trend is expected to continue as Alexium continues to grow.

OTHER EXPENSES
An overall reduction in other expenses of $0.5M was largely due to the Company’s continued diligence monitoring  
extraneous expenses and cutting unnecessary costs.

SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS
There was a significant reduction in share issuance costs in FY2017. This is a result of greatly reduced option issuance  
and share based payment in lieu of services provided to external consultants. This trend is expected to continue.

FINANCE COSTS
An increase in finance costs from Nil to $0.6M was a result of the Company’s debt facility which was funded in  
December of 2016. The interest rate for this debt is expected to decrease in 2018 as a result of the company  
refinancing under improved terms. The debt facility refinance will also add additional capital, so finance costs are  
expected to increase in FY2018 but decrease as a percent of total outstanding debt. In addition to the reductions  
in costs in other areas noted above, and the Company’s margin and revenue improvements equating to more free  
cash flow, this refinance will allow Alexium to completely fund its growth moving forward.

FY2017 Results Overview
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FY2017 Growth Trends

• Revenue from chemistry sales up 693% from $3M to $24M

• Margin on chemical sales grew by 13.3 percentage points

•  Sales Revenue grew 12% in the second half of the year as a result of  
continued gains in the mattress industry

•  Gross Margin gain of 4.2 percentage points from 1H to 2H was due to  
supply chain improvements and production scale pricing with raw material  
suppliers with this trend continuing
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FY2017 Results Overview (cont.)- Growth Trends

•  Revenue Increased by 15% in Q4 due to bedding sales ramping to record highs

•  Gross Margins increased by 32.3 percentage points as ramp up in bedding sales  
allowed for better raw materials pricing in Q4 from economies of scale

• Revenue in Q4 showed continued growth over previous periods

•  June revenues slightly lower than previous months due to US Independence  
Day holiday slowing production for end customers

•  Margins showed steady progression towards our calendar end of year target  
of 40%

•  31% margins on June sales directly contributed to Alexium reach a cash  
neutral position on pace to meet its mid-year goal
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FY2017 Growth in Revenue

SHIFT IN BUSINESS STRATEGY
Due to the FY2016 strategy of developing reliable supply chains and achieving market penetration and 
awareness, top-line revenue accelerated in FY2016 and 1H2017 while margins lagged. This largely bespoke 
business strategy resulted in a large number of low-volume raw materials resulting in high product COGS and 
negative margins.  In FY2017, having created market awareness of our products, the Company successfully 
shifted its strategic focus to larger markets with unmet technological needs or price points for which single 
products could be disruptive and economies of scale rapidly achieved.

Additionally, the Company strategically reduced the number of low volume raw materials to reduce average 
customer COGS and raised prices to eliminate long-term low (or negative) margin revenue streams.

RAPID GROWTH OF ALEXICOOL™ IN THE BEDDING INDUSTRY
Based on the strength of the value proposition of the Company’s Alexicool™ product introduced to the 
mattress industry, supply of Alexium chemistry into that industry increased from non-existent to over 90 
metric tons per month by the end of FY2017.
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FY2018 Results to Date

• Secured new mattress Alexicool™ ticking business through two new fabric finishers, including one of the  
largest consumers of PCM in the world

• Developed key strategic partner to validate and commercialize Alexiflam™ NF for mattress sock application

• Working with one of the world’s largest apparel manufactures with durable PCM apparel 
        applications

• Currently testing fabric for AlexiFlam™ NF work wear applications with key manufactures in India and Pakistan

• Launched new all-in-one Alexiflam™ FR product for tenting fabrics at the 2017 Outdoor Retailer show

• A US$10M debt facility with targeted final closing on September 1st 2017 will place the company in a well         
capitalized position to facilitate future growth targets.

• Recent testing of Alexium-treated military uniforms reinforce 25 wash durability of Alexiflam FR treatments.  The 
Company will work closely with fabric partners to fine tune initial fabric weight to meet Department of Defense 
requirements.
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Outlook

MILITARY
The Company will continue to work with strategic fabric and garment partners to advance its progress towards 
achieving major military contracts in FY2018. Work will focus on breathability and weight of the base fabric as 
durability of the flame retardant treatments continue to meet performance requirements. In addition, the Company 
will begin to identify potential licensees of its proprietary Reactive Surface Treatment technology as global chemical 
and biological threats are increasing.

FORM STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR GLOBAL ALEXIFLAM™ NF LAUNCH
Due to significant industry interest in the value proposition of Alexiflam™ NF, Alexium will be forming strategic 
partnerships to maximize the value of Alexiflam™ NF for its shareholders.  Those partnerships will likely include 
exclusive licensees for various markets and manufacturing agreements.

IMPROVEMENT IN FINANCIALS AND PROFITABLE GROWTH
Through a combination of price increases and supply chain management, Alexium will continue to convert its 
earlier market penetration revenue streams to profitability.  In addition, increasing market share in current markets 
and expansion into new markets will result in profitable growth.

EXPANSION OUTSIDE OF TEXTILES
Efforts began in FY2017 to diversify Alexium’s revenue streams outside of textiles. Several of these opportunities are 
expected to materialize in FY2018.  While a continued push into epoxy/polymeric markets is ongoing, the Company 
also has market adoptions planned in protective coatings and wood treatments.

CONTINUED GROWTH IN BEDDING AND PILLOWS
Planned expansion into the pillow market with Pegasus Home Fashions will continue to drive revenues upward and 
the number of bedding brands using Alexium chemistry will increase. Through the reporting date Alexium has already 
added two new bedding customers. 

COMMERCIALIZATION OF TENTING TREATMENT  
Alexium’s all-in-one Oeko-tex Certified tent fabric treatment (including FR, water repellency, coatings and binders) to 
realize penetration into highly eco-conscious tenting market space.
























